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If, exceptionally, it begins a sentence, there is a space before and afterThe Chicago Manual of Style,
edition 16In Abstract Syntax Notation One (ASN.1), the ellipsis is used as an extension marker to
indicate the possibility of type extensions in future revisions of a protocol specificationAposiopesis is
the use of an ellipsis to trail off into silencefor example: "But I thought he was { π 2 , 3 π 2 , 5 π 2 , …
} {displaystyle left{pm {frac {pi }{2}},pm {frac {3pi }{2}},pm {frac {5pi }{2}},ldots right}} In
news reporting, often associated with brackets, it is used to indicate that a quotation has been
condensed for space, brevity or relevanceTo indicate the omission of values in a repeated operation,
an ellipsis raised to the center of the line is used between two operation symbols or following the last
operation symbol, as in:pp.328329

]Depending on their context and placement in a sentence, ellipses can indicate an unfinished
thought, a leading statement, a slight pause, an echoing voice, or a nervous or awkward silenceAs
commonly used, this juxtaposition of characters is referred to as "dots of ellipsis" in the English
language.[5]p.424 (spacing of dots: In writing, the ellipsis consists usually of six dots (two 3-ten rd
characters, )Retrieved 11 August 2016

In poetry, an ellipsis is used as a thought-pause or line break at the caesura[7] or this is used to
highlight sarcasm or make the reader think about the last points in the poemHowever, variations in
the number of dots existThe combination "ellipsis+period" is replaced by the ellipsis^ "Chicago Style
Q&A: How do I insert an ellipsis in my manuscript?"In a type constraint expression like A::= INTEGER
(0.127, ., 256.511) an ellipsis is used to separate the extension root from extension additionsNote
that ISO/IEC 8859 encoding series provides no code point for ellipsisRetrieved 18 August 2016In
Japanese[edit] c3545f6b32 
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